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CHAPTER I,

IIvITRODUGTICN

The Advisory Committee on Weather Control was established by

the Act of August 13, 1953 (67 Stat, 559), to make a study of all
public and private experiments in weather control and report its find

ings to the President for submission to the Congress from time to time,
making a final report no later than June 30, 1956,

The Committee set up a "Proposed Work Program Commencing

July 1, 1954-", dated Kay 28, 1954-, which outlined seven projects.

The

portion of the program outlining Project Two is reproduced below in the
section "Scope of Study and Report",

Dean A, M, Eberle, a member of the Committee, arranged a meet
ing of the consulting group at Brookings, South Dakota, from August 16

through August 21, 1954* This preliminary report includes material pre
pared at the session at Brookings, plus additional documentation and
studies subsequently prepared by the several consultants.
Scope of Project Study and Report

The following is quoted from the "Proposed Work Program Comm
encing July 1, 1954'
"Project Two.

Determining Economic Value of Increased

Precipitation.

This study should be undertaken by: (a) examining material
dealing with the subject: (b) considering impact of increased
precipitation in representative local areas in the U, S, by
means of theoretical projections or analyses of economic data

obtained from years of above-average precipitation: (o) gener
alizing as to impact of increased precipitation amr
j, ar
bitrarily selected, throughout the U, S,, consider.
.^cas
ed crop production, hydroelectric production and nu:/-. t.. ofits,

"Part (a) should be undertaken immediately, and parts (b)
and (c) as indicated. Conclusions arising from this study should
be constantly reviewed, in the light of information subsequently
obtained by the Committee, and made as firm as possible. The
Committee may desire to extend or renew the study.

"Time assigned for project: 2 months. Personnel:
Dean Eberle, member in charge of project. Estimated Cost:
$2240."

The consultants believe that the scope of Project Two should

be broadened as indicated by the following proposed title, "Economic
Implications of Weather Modification",

This change is suggested to

the Committee, because it will permit inclusion of economic implications
not directly related to "value", and of evaluations of weather control

aimed at weather modifications other than precipitation increases.
The material and suggestions which follow reflect to some degree this
wider scope.

The consultants agree that in the limited time allotted it

was impossible to complete any comprehensive study of the subject.

It

was believed that the optimum use of the time involved:

1,

A review of the relatively small amount of literature on

this subject,

2,

A listing and brief description of the economic aspects

and implications of weather modification,

3,

Selection of major subject areas of evaluation, followed

by more comprehensive study of these subjects.

Prom these svudies the

present knowledge and need for further study could be established and
proposals for research developed.

Preliminary results of the project study are presented in this

report in the eight ensuing chapters.

Chapter II, "Related Investiga

tions and Reports", lists and presents a short digest of the several
previous reports containing information pertinent to the economic im

plications of weather modification, which were reviewed in connection

with the current study.

Chapter III, "The Possible Extent of Economic

Implications", contains a discussion of the several types of weather

modification, indicates groups and activities which could be affected,
and briefly studies some varying effects of theso programs. Chapter

IV, "Economic Effect of Increased Precipitation for Agriculture",
presents the results of project studies of the effect of one phase of
weather modification, increasing the rainfall, upon irrigated areas and
upon dry-farmed areas.

Chapter V, "Economic Effect of Increased Pre

cipitation Upon Hydroelectric Power Production", presents the results
of project studies which were made to determine the effect of increased

precipitation upon the production of hydroelectric power. Chapters VI
and VII, "Economic Effect of Increased Precipitation on the Colorado

River Basin", and "Economic Effect of Increased Precipitation on the
Missouri River Basin", present the results of project studies for these

two major and important river basins. Chapter VIII, "Proposals for Future
Studies", describes some important studies which should be made to deter

mine further the economic implications of weather modification. Chapter
IX, "Conclusions", comprises a summary statement of the conclusions re
sulting from the project study.

CHAPTER II,

RELATED INVESTIGATIONS AND REPORTS

Although cl consldorablc amount of lltoraturc exists re
garding weather modification, there arc very few reports of studios
of Gconomic implications or economic evaluations.

The only references

known to the consultants, and vdiich i^roro reviewed in connection with
the current study, are the following:

American Institute of Aerological Research#

"Analysis of Cloud

Seeding Potentialities to Increase Natural Precipitation in

Brulc, Buffalo, Jerauld, Aurora Counties, South Dakota"#

Mimeographed Report #66, June 15, 1951, Denver, Coloradoc
This is one of a number of s imilar reports of this -'asiituto.
References to economic potentialities are incidental arK""

general terms,
Elliot, Robert D,

(See also Reports #45j 104* 109)*
^rThc Economic Value of Systematic Cloud Seeding",

Proceedings, 14th Annual Pacific Northwest Conference on Banking,
1953.

By the use of a hypothetical example based on 20 per cent

rainfall increase, the author arrives at an estimate of $50 to

$100 benefits for each $1 spent on seeding,
Krick, I, P,

"Increasing Water Resources Through Weather Modification",

Address to American Water Works Association, Kansas City,
Missouri, May 7, 1952,
This contains some estimates of monetary value of estimated

yield increases in various regions,
Pavclis, Goo, A,

"Agricultural Implications of Weather Cc::t' :l

Thesis, Montana State Collogo, Bozeraan, Montana, August,
This thesis contains useful material on agricultural uses of
rain-increasing methods and on various problems encountered or

likely to be encountered.

The cliaptor on economic costs

presents textbook concepts in terms of firms buying or soiling
rain-increasing services, but does not provide empirical
evidence or detailed studies.

Reynolds, R. R., Sturm, N. D., and Warren, E. P.
Problem of National Importance",

"Cloud Seeding—A

Papor presented to the

Institute of Mathematical Statistics at East Lansing, Michigan,
September, 1952, 7 pages.

The authors assumed 10 per cent precipitation increase for
two hypothetica^l examples, one a dry-farm area, the other an
irrigated area,
seemed indicated.

A very favorable ratio of benefits to costs
Although certain of the economic relations

are over-simplified, the method is one which could bo used in
future studies.

CHAPTER III.

THE POSSIBLE EXTENT
OF ECONOMIG IMPLICATIONS

Tho Nation's oconony is a gir^antic complex of interrelated
and interdependent human activities built on tho framework of natural

resources.

No segment of the economy escapes this essential inter

dependence.

Agricultiaro, commerce, industry, and tho thousands of
I

services by which we live all affect and are affected by each other.

Among the natural resources ijhich form tho basis of this activloy,
none is more important than precipitation.
to grow our food.

Rain provides the moisture

Rcdn provides the water which flows in our rivers
i

and streams.

Rain provides the vRT.tcr necessary to life, and the raw

material for our industrial processes, and finally carries off the
:

i

vciste products of our civilization.

This interdependence has recently been brought to our atten
tion again — forcibly

by drought conditions in the southwestern

United States. Continuc^d drought has reduced tlie production of farms

and ranges in this area,* and with it a reduction in the demand for
goods and services, which has been felt in far distant areas.

There

are, however, recent scientific developments which give tho hope that
man may be approaching the time when he can exercise a degree of

control over his natural environment by modifying or controlling the
occurrence of precipitation.

It is easy to make the sweeping generalization tlr t • ^ :i:.-

cation of weather can have tremendous economic effects upon om

society.

Certain applications of weather modification now being tried,

as, for example, increasing precipitation for agriculture, would, if
successful, offer quickly realizable returns far above costs, and
would greatly affect all agriculture.

It should bo also realized tlia.t tho subject is larger and

moro complex than is at first apparent.

It is probable tha.t for some

potential applications the benefit-cost ratios will bo much narrower^
and moro careful calculation will bo required.

It is already certa.in

tliat there are and will bo conflicts of interests between groups and
areas over weather control.

What follows is an attempt to array and classify some of tho
economic considerations which are relevant.

In this discussion it is

assumed that the Nation, the various segments, and the individuals
arc trying to maximize economic well-being.
There arc several types of weather modification which could
bo tried individually or in combination.

These includei

1, Increase or decrease of precipitation, with posG:>le
effects on location or timing of it,

2, Increase or decrease of cloud cover, fog, smog,

k. :q,

3» Increase or decrease of storms — including hail, lightning,
and winds,

A, Increase or dccrease of temperatures.

It is realized that these phenomena arc interrelated and

that various attempts at control may conflict. Each type of control,
if physically feasible, could have economic effects which should bo

studied from various viewpoints, including tho effect upon the Nation

or society as a whole, upon various firms and groups within the society
and economy, and upon individuals.

Additional moro detailed studies should bo made to dotormino

the effect upon industries and activities, such as agriculture,
forestry, eloctric power, mining, recreation, military, publ3.c water
supplies, health and sanitation, flood control, and navigation;?

Whichever grouping is used, it is apparent that the oconoinic
effects of weather modification upon different groups will be variable

and sometimes conflicting*

For examples A successful rain-increasing

program to assist com growers might injure certain recreational enter
prises such as fairs and carnivals; or increased precipitation and con

sequent increased wheat yields may help the wheat farmer^ but aggravate
the national crop surplus situations

Consideration must be given to varying effects by geographic

areas*

For examplej A control program to increase precipitation in one

area may overlap on another which docs not need it; a stomi dispersal
to save an urban area may result in excessive rains for certain agricul

tural crops elsewhere; or modification permitting an area to introduce
a new crop or industry may Imvc economic effects on another area
already utilizing the crop or industry.
Effects over time must be considered.

Shcrt-terui i ad long-

term economic effects may bo different and, possibly, conflicting.

For example: Precipitation increases on certain Great Plain soils
might bring profitable short-term crop yield increases, but longer-

term crc^ion, leaching and depletion which, unless offset, would mean
eventual lower yields and lower dollar returns.
A study of the economic implications of weather control must

take all of the foregoing aspects into account, in order that the

proper choices between alternatives can bo made.

Quantitative, or

in some instances qualitative, evaluations can be made.

The relative

economic importance of the interest groupings, the conflicting interests,
and the net effects of alternative courses of action can bo described#

If this is done well and promptly, those who must make decisions can
do so on an informed basis.
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CHAPTER IV.

ECONOI^IG EFFECT OF INCREASED
PRECIPITATION FOR AGRICULTURE

There is at the present time no general agreement regarding

the possibility of modifying the weather so as to increase or decrease

the natural precipitation.

When experience or analysis finally gives

an answer to this question, describing or delimiting the favorable con
ditions and the range of controllable effects, it will bo possible to
determine in an unequivocal manner the potential economic value of

weather modification programs.

The final determination of the economic

value must wait until this time.

However, since the possibility that the weather can be modified
has been presented, and since there is in fact physical evidence which
suggests this possibility, it would be useful and interesting to spec
ulate about the possible economic results.

Lacking knowledge of the extent to which weather can be modi
fied, it is necessary to make certain arbitrary ass\imptions in order to
set up hypothetical or actual problems which will demonstrate economic

values.

At this point it is possible to anticipate what the general ans

wer is going to be, since a simple computation based on existing data will
indicate that the break-even point is unbelievably low,

Assuming that

a precipitation-increasing program costs five cents per aero; the selling

price of spring wheat is $2 per bushel; and one inch of rainfall above
eight inches if properly timed will yield two bushels of wheat; it is
seen that about 0,01 inch of additional precipitation will pay for the

cost of the program.

Such a modest increase could not be measured if

distributed among several storms, and could not be detected by statisti
cal tests, yet might pay for a rain-increasing program.

From this

hypothetical illustration it can be seen that in general any assumption

-11-

of increase in precipitation is likely to show a net benefit in favor
of the operation#

For the various investigations of the economic value of pre

cipitation-increasing operations which are described subceqiiently^ and
which will require the selection of an arbitrary amount of precipitation

increase^ it is recommended that the assumption be made that precipi
tation might be increased by 20 per cent in mountain areas, and 10 per
cent in other areas, for a 10 per cent increase over-all for the Nation#

These figures, which arc selected for use in these particular studies,
represent conservative but reasonable estimates of the positive effects

as determined in the several competent eve.luation reports which are avail
able at the present time#

The studies of benefits to agriculture have been divided into

two broad categories: studies of the effect of precipitation-increasing
programs in dry-farm areas; and studies of the effect of precipitation-

increasing programs in irrigated areas# The effect of a precipitation-

increasing program would probably be different under a dry-farm economy
than under an irrigation economy. Dry farming makes use only of precipi
tation falling on the area farmed, and is directly subject to t'l ^ viciss

itudes of that precipitation. Dry farming is essentially a method of
conserving capricious precipitation as soil moisture from season to

season and from year to year.

This involves the selection of crops suit

able to widely varying moisture conditions, and the number of crops

adaptable to this type of culture is limited. Under irrigation, however,
which is based upon artificial regulation of water supplies, a wide
variety of crops can be grown.

It is therefore conceivable that variations

in rainfall will have a different range of benefit and damage in an
irrigated area than in a dry-farmed region#
-12-

Economic Value of Precipitation-Increasing Program to
Irrigated Area

The only knovm study which has been made on this subject is
described in a paper

which was prepared by personnel of the California

Division of Water Resources.

In this paper a study of the effect of a

10 per cent increase in precipitation on an irrigated area in California

is described.

It considers the effects of the increase upon the runoff

of the main streams, upon the yield of the conservation and hydroelectric
facilities, and upon the economy of the irrigated area, and of the
higher foothill and mountain tributary watershed lands.

The findings

included the following:

Effect on Irrigation and Upon Pistrict Lands

1,

Average annual stream flow increased by 15 per cent.

2,

Stream flow in minimum year of record Increased 28 per cent,

3,

Average potential yield of stream increased by 15 per cent.

Firm yield of existing facilities increased by 10 per cent.
5,

Irrigated area increased by 10 per cent with resulting total

annual benefit of about $1,125,000,

6,

Increase in firm power production with annual value of

7,

Additional rain on district lands during irrigation season

$50,000,

would disturb operational plans.

8,

Value of additional rain directly on district lands during

winter season would probably be offset by increased maintenance diffi
culties.

1,

Reynolds, R, R,, Sturm, N, D,, and Warren, E, P, "Cloud Seeding—A
Problem of National Importance", Paper presented to Institute of Math-

ematica!^Statistics at East Lansing, Michigan, September, 1952, 7 pages,
LINCOLN MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Smith Dakota statf> Dnllpao

RmnUinnc

QAii

n

Effect on Tributary Foothill Area Above Dlstrict

1.

Increase of dry-land grain production of about $4.8,000

annually.

2, Increase in rangoland yield of about $100,000 annually.
Effect on Tributary Mountain Area Above District

1,

Greatest benefit to this area would be the providing of

preventive or protective measures to forest areas, including fire pro
tection and decreasing soil erosion,
2,

Resort areas would benefit,

3# Caution should be exercised to prevent floods.

If more detail is desired on the effects of increased preci
pitation on irrigated areas it is recommended that this
and certain additional and more detailed studies be made,

-^c'ri.ewed
; .ist

place, annual yield studies were made, and it is possible that monthly
studies through a critical period would give results differing somewhat
in detail, but the relative difference would probably be small. More

detail could be given to the effect on nonagricultural interests, and on
tributary watershed lands,

A summary of the effects on all lands studied

would be desirable and would better support and might temper the conclu
sions.

Since the irrigation district which was studied has an abundant

supply of water, it might be desirable to conduct a similar study of an
irrigated area with a marginal or deficient water supply.

Such areas

exist along the eastern Rocky Mountains and in southern California,

Such

a study would be complicated, however, since the conservation facilities,
which sometimes include an underlying ground water basin, are ooerated
if possible on a long-tine carryover basis to effect the maxliiun yield
-14^

of water.

Economic Value of Precipitation-Increasing Program to
Dry-Farm Area

Although other studies have been made on this subject, it is
probably the one which will require and may deserve the greatest amount

of attention. Several reports, one of which was listed previously^, of
the American Institute of Aerological Research of Denver, Colorado, are
available which contain estimates of increased crop yields which might
result from increased precipitation.

The data which are presontod cite

values of increase in yield for each additional inch of precipitation
for several different crops.

The findings were apparently based upon

linear extensions of data from county crop yield reports.

The reports

are not evaluation reports but wero prepared to assess cloud seeding
potentialities in areas whore operations were proposed, and therefore
they only point out the increased harvests which would result from an

assumed precipitation increase, which was taken as 50 per cent in tho
reports reviewed.

Substantial benefits aro of course shown.

Another study is described in the previously-mentioned paper

prepared by the California Division of Vfoter Resources,

In this paper

a study is presented of the economic effect of 10 per cent additional

rainfall in the northern Great Plains states of North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Nebraska,

The effects of the increase in rainfall

plored by considering the relationships existing between aw .-v

ex

..

r.;al

precipitation and per acre farm value and average size of farm^^ as given

1. American Institute of Aerological Research. "Analysis of Cloud
Seeding Potentialities to Increase Natural Precipitation in Brule,
Buffalo, Jorauld, Aurora Counties, South Dakota". Mimeographed
Report ^6, Juno 15, 1951#
-15-

in the 1950 Census.

For the three northern Great Plains states of

North Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska the study indicated that there

apparently would be an increase of 35, 70, and ^,6 per cent, respectively,

in the per acre farm values in the three states, and increases of 20,
54, and 18 per cent in the number of farms. It was therefore indicated

that an increase of 10 per cent in the average annual precipitation would

enable dry-farm lands in these states to support about 56,000 more families.

As stated previously, no attempt is made in the current study
to evaluate the extent to which precipitation-increasing is physically
possible. Moreover, the only type of economic evaluation possible under
the scope of this exercise is to work out some rough approximations on

the basis of several assumptions. On the basis of existing experience
and literature, the assmption has been made that natural precipitation
can be increased by 10 per cent by cloud seeding operatio' .

pli

cation of the percentage figure is that the possible cffocl c. , tLfi-

cial increase of rainfall is lower in periods of little natural precipi
tation than in periods of greater natural precipitation, that is, the
possible increase is much greater in wet years than in dry years.
A further assumption is needed regarding the probable relation

ship between increased rainfall and increased crop yields. In the Great

Plains a considerable number of studies have indicated that, in the
case of spring wheat, one inch of precipitation, above 5 to 10 Inches,
is associated with a yield increase of 1.5 to 3.5 bushels per acre. For
the purpose of this preliminary report it is assumed that the ratio of

increase in yield to increase in precipitation is 2 to 1 over a base of

a minimpm of 8 inches, or, in other words, one inch of rainfall will yield
two bushels of wheat.

Over most of the Great Plains the annual average pre-'ipitation
-16-

is so close to the amount required for grovdng grain crops that the
sizeable natural fluctuations in precipitation are of extreme signifi

cance,

The benefits to be expected from an increase in rainfall would

come from two effects.

The one is the effect upon the income level,

whereby increased long-run average precipitation would increase long-run

average yields and incomes.

The other is the effect upon the natiaral

variability of precipitation, since an increase or decrease in variability

of annual precipitation, yields, and incomes, is closely related to
long-nm farm success and capital accumulation.

Both the effect upon the

income level and the effect upon the variability have important ramifi
cations in the general economy.

The Effect Upon the Income Level.

By using the foregoing

assumptions of a 10 per cent increase in precipitation and a yield re

sponse of 2 bushels per acre for each additional inch of precipitation

over 8 inches, several examples will be presented representing northern
Great Plains conditions.

Example (a).

Assuming an average long-run yield of spring

wheat of 15 bushels per acre and a long-run average precipitation of 15
inches, a 10 per cent increase in rainfall would give an average increased

yield of 3 bushels per acre.

For South Dakota, for example, with approx

imately 4, million acres of wheat and assuming wheat at $2 per bushel,
with no marketing problem, this represents an annual total increase in

gross income from wheat of

million.

Since a marginal increase in

yield of 3 bushels costs practically no more to harvest, the main deduc
tion would be the rain-increase fee.

At five cents per acre th. " would

amount to $200,000, leaving a net increase in income of §23,800,000,
Divided among 50,000 farmers, this would bring an average increase of
nearly §500 net to each.

-17-

If we aHSume equivalent rosnonses \d.th other crops and \^th

range operations, average annual farm incorno might be raised by $1,500,
for a total of $75>000,000 for the state as a whole.

Example (b)^ Compared with the assumed response above, the
cost of the increased precipitation appeared almost negligible.

How low

could the response get and still pay for the program? As stated pre

viously, vdth wheat at $2 and rainmaking at five cents per acre, a

response of 1^0 bushel per acre would pay for itself. Assuming 2 extra
bushels for an extra inch of rain, the precipitation response need only

be l/80-inch to pay for the operations.
The E

Be

l!05maeMS3S

cause many farm expenses are relatively inflexible, farmers

^«o

problem of having to match expenses with a highly variable incoLio, Any
technique or practice which promises to add stability to farm incomes

from year to year deserves to be examined. Even with no change in longr\m average level of income, a reduction in the variability is desirable.
What would be the effect of artificial rain increases on income varia
bility?

If the assumed 10 per cent increase in precipitation is applied
each and every year, the program could conceivably cause an increase

in the absolute variability of income. However, since the mean precipi

tation and income would both be raised, the relative variability might
not be changed. Moreover, it is generally not the years of high yield
that cause the farmers trouble, but the years of low yields

If the low

yields were prevented from going so low, this would be a help.1

uo

I . "^ncrs

even if the absolute variability were increased.

If, because of flood hazard or erosion, it was not deemed

desirable to increase the rainfall in years of natural excess, the
-18-

arrangement might be made to discontinue cloud seeding operations when

ever the weekly cumulative precipitation total was running more than,
say, 25 per cent above normal.

Under this program, variability of yields

would be reduced because low yields vDuld be slightly raised, but the
highest yields would not.

-19-

CHAPTER V.

ECONCKEC EFFECT OF INCREASEF PRECIPITATION
UPON HYDROELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION

Additional precipitation, either as rain or snow, will
increase the rates of flow in streams and rivers.

To the extent that

such additional stream flows can be utilized, it is possible to gener
ate additional hydroelectric power.

Usually, this power can replace

steam-generated power, so there is a direct saving in fuel cost.

In

addition, the use of water to generate power is a nonconsumptivo uso,
since the water is delivered back into the rivers and is available for

other uso downstream.

Consequently, there would be two general bene

fits from increased precipitation upon watershed lands above a hydro
electric plant; fuel would bo saved to the extent that increased run

off could be utilized, and additional water would bo available for
downstream diversion and use.

It is not possible to make any other generalizations with

regard to the value of additional precipitation for the generation of

hydroelectric power. Each watershed and each l^droeloctric plant or

series of plants present a unique problem which must be analyzed, giving
consideration to all factors.

Differences in rates of runoff of pre

cipitation and snowpack and in the variability of precipitation, differ
ences in the sizes of reservoirs and conduit with relation to the mag

nitude and occurrence of runoff, and differences in the types, cc.pacities,
and operational requirements of power plants, all affect the extent to

which additional runoff could be utilized.

However, as an example of

the type of study necessary to determine the value of increased runoff,
and to give an indication of the benefits which might be realized from

increased runoff, the following study is presentedj

-20-

Given those deta:

1. Tlireo hydro plants in sequence on a given river©
2. One upstream storage reservoir, capacity 130,000 acre-feet,

3. Average annual runoff as follows, in acre-foot.
57,000
69^,000

April
May

110,000
10,000
1,000

June

July

August
Remainder

3,000

250,000

Seas onal

U* Maximum capacity of conduits to power house, 30,000
acre-fec-t per month,

5, Minimum lake level at start of filling, 20,000 acre-feet,

6, Generating capacity, 1,200 kilowatt-hours per acrc-foot
of water used,

7, Value of power, ^,003 per kilowatt-hour,
8, An irrigation project downstream with need for a..u-'tional
we.tor.

The operation d uring an average year is indicated in the
following tabulation:

Month :

Inflow

Dis charge :
:
to power ;Rcsorvoir : Reservoir
houses

:

change

:

Waste

level

In acre-fcet

57,000

110,000
10,000
1,000

30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000

3.000

6A.000

250,000

214,000

69,000
July

August
Remainder
Totals

+
+
+
-

27,000
39,000
44,000
20,000
29,000
61,000

47,000

86,000
130,000
110,000
81,000
20,000

36,000
0
0
0

Assuming that a 20 per cent increase in precipitation will result in
an average 25 per cent increase in runoff, the operation is indicated
in the following tabulation:

X

Month

:

Inflow

:Discharge :
:
:to power 1Reservoir : Reservoir
; houses

•

•

April
MayJuno

July
August

60,000
72,500
115,500
51,000
10,000

30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000

: change
:
In acre-feet

:
:

level

+ 30,000
+ 42,500
+ 37,500

50,000
92,500
130,000

0

130,000
110,000

- 20,000
- 90,000

Waste

48,000
21,000

20,000

Remainder
Totals

5.000

95.000

3U,000

2^5,000

69,000

Increases

64,000

31,000

33,000

It is therefore soon thcit in the case of this example, a
20 per cent increase in precipitation would result in an av---

j • anual

increase in runoff of 64,000 acre-feet, of which 31,000

or 48 per cent could bo utilized to produce hydroelectric pow^:r, and
the remainder, 33,000 acre-feet or 52 per cent, would be spilled.
The value of this additional water would be determined as
follows:

31,000 a.f. X 1,200 kwh/a.f, x ^.003

r

5112,000

Estimated cost to perforra the seeding

=

0 20,000

Gain (to power-generating agency)

= 5 92,000

Gain (to downstream irrigation users,
@$2.50/a,f,), assuming 10%
marketable, 70 x 64,000 x 2.50

-

5112,000

Total gain to downstream water users

r

5204,000

Cost/a.f. of water gained

= 5

0.32

Cost/a.f. of v/ator used

z

0.66
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CH/IPTER VI.

ECONCMIC EFFECT OF INCREASE!
PRECIPITATION ON THE COLORADO
RIVER BASIN

Tho Golorc.do Rivor Basin includes portions of seven states,

Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Nov Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and California,
and has its delta area in Mexico, flowing into the Gulf of California.
The total area of this great basin is about 259>000 square miles, ef

which about 2,000 square miles is in Mexico.
cipitation is in excess of

Although tho annual pre

inches in scattered higher mountain re

gions of Colorado, the Colorado River Basin is generally arid, a largo
portion of the Basin receiving loss than 10 inches of precipitation
annually.

This great river is the source of water and the cconemic

life-blood of the entire southwestern pc.rt of tho Nation.
Most of tlic water originr.tos in tho upper water-shod above

Loos Ferry, Arizona, which includes a water-shod area of approximately
110,000 square miles.

The remainder of the water-shed is principally

desert, from which, in a normal or dry year, the runoff into the
Colorado River is negligible.

During the last 20 years the main stream and its tributaries

have furnished slightly less than 12,000,000 acre-feet average seasonal
runoff at Lees Ferry, however, the annual water crop has vt ri^ci from
about

400,000 to nearly 20,000,000 acre-feet under dry and wrt

year conditions respectively.

There are indications that substantially

higher rates of flow occurred during the 19th Century ^bascd on flood
marks.

Bureau of Reclamation estimates indicate a long-term mean

seasonal runoff of about 16,970,000 acre-feet at the international
boundary, assuming no upstream diversions,

Buareau estimates also

indicate an ultimate potential seasonal net use of the order of
-23-

20,700,000 acro-foot, nearly 5,000,000 foot in excess of the supply.
The Bureau's ostimte ef available water seems optimistic in
the present situation anco there has apparently been a substantial
decline in the average runoff from this river which started about 20

years ago.

For example; the average flow measured below Needles,

California in the 17 years, 1917 to 1933^ was about 20,260 CFS whereas
the average flow in the 17 years, 1934- to 1951, was 14.,080 CFS.

Only

about 1/2 of tliis decline can bo accounted for by the filling of Lake
Mead and by evaporation losses from the Lake.

During these same periods,

the average annual runoff measured at Loos Ferry has declined from

14.>800,000 to 11,800,000 acre-footj a reduction of 3,000,000 acre-feet,
per year.

This would indicate that if the present weather regime con

tinues, the potential deficit could reach as much as nine or ten
million acre-feet including the million and one-half acre-foot which is

required to bo furnished to Mexico under the Mexican Treaty.

It can

bo soon, therefore, that there is not enough water in the Colorado

River to meet present plus future expected demands and thr.t additional
water will have to be secured in some manner if these potential demands
are to be met.

In the following section of this report there arc presented

studies which wore nr.de to dotorrnine the effect ef increasing precipi

tation of the Upper Colorado River Basin by mear,s of weather modification
operations.

These studios have been set up on a basis of an assumed

10 per cent increase and an assumed 20 per cent increase in

pi-

tation from which the effects upon runoff, hydroelectric po\'or
and agriculture have been estimated.

"^tial,

In addition, findings of the

studies have been summarized and compared with the estimated costs of

the weather modification program.
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Effect Upon Runoff

Studies wore made of the offoot of precipitation increases

upon the runoff at Lees Ferry in a dry season, an average season, and
a v/et season.

For each of the seasons studied the runoff resulting

from the increased precipitation was estimated by utilizing rainfall-

runoff relationships for the vater-shed, as determined by the I^drologic
Division of the United States Weather Bureau.

The Hydrologic Division

has developed a river-flow forecast procedure based upon the inter
relationships between various subdivisions of the wator-shod.

The

contribution from sachof the principal tributary streams is dotcnnined

by-consljdoring its past rainfall-runoff perfonnanco as detonrdned by a
system of weighting applied to the monthly rainfall moasurod at 83

stations.

Consideration is given the carry-over of runoff from one

season to the next.

Figure 1 shows the relation between the runoff of

the Colorado River at Logs Ferry and the weighted precipitation index.
The following seasons were selected for study:
Average Season.

The average of the seasonal stream flows

measured at Lees Ferry from 193^ through 1953 is 11,836,000 acre-feet.

Ignoring the effect of upstream diversions to other drainage bc.sins,
which as yet have not reached significant levels, this amount is consid

ered to represent the average runoff of the river at this point. The

flow during 19^4-45 was 11,530,000 acre-foot, closely approximating the
average season.

The precipitation index for 1944-45, inclri.-v;

cent of the previous season's index for carry-over effect, v ij 1' .i73which falls exactly on the regression line of Figure 1.

Dry Season, Tho minimum runoff in any season during the
period of record occurred in 1933-34j some 4,377,000 acre-feet. This

plots very close to the regression line. Using the 1933-34 precipitation
-25-

index, the indicated stream flow as read from the chart would be

4,000,000 acre-feet, which quantity will be used hereafter to represent
the dry-season runoff.

Wet Season.

The maximum runoff in the past 20 years occurred

in 1951—52} some 17,960,000 acre—feet.
regression line.

This also plots close to the

While higher seasonal runoffs have undoubtedly

occurred in the past, the precipitation data are not adequate to permit

their consideration in this study. Furthermore, it is likely that any
effort to increase the raJbsfall would be suspended under such extreme

conditions, because of flood potential. Using the 1951-52 precipitation

index, and reading the value of the runoff from Figure 1, a probable

runoff of 17,300,000 acre-feet in wet-seasons on conditions is indicated,
which quantity will be used hereafter to represent the wet-srascn

runoff. It should be noted that there were cloud seeding projects in
operation in portions of the Upper Colorado River Basin during 1951—52.
By use of the rainfall-runoff relationship, the seasonal

runoff of the Colorado River may be computed for any assumed percentage
increase in precipitation simply by increasing the precipitation index
by the assumed percentage, since all weightings are linear.

In the

cases of 10 and 20 per cent increases, this computation gives the
following results:

:
I
Season

Indicated runoff at Lees Ferry
in acre-feet

: Per cent of natural precipitation
:

Dry season, approximately

100

:

4,000,000

110

5.600,000

1933-34

Average season, 1944-45

11,530,000 13,800,000

Wet season, approximately 17,300,000 20,200.000
1951-52

-

26 -

;

120
7,100,000
16 .

23,0OC,r:'^O

Thereforo, the indicated increases in runoff of the Colorado

River at Lees Ferry under the assuncd 10 per cent and 20 per cent
increases in precipitation are:

:10 per cent increase : 20 per cent increase
! in orocioitation
i
in -procipitation
:Rcsultant increase in seasonal runoff.

Season

:in acre-foot: per cent: acro-feot; per cont

1,600,000

40

3,100,000

78

Average season, 19^^-4-5

2,270,000

20

4,570,000

40

Wet season, approximately

2,900,000

17

5,700,000

33

Dry season, approximately
1933-3A

1951-52

The above tabulation indicates that in an average soason, 10

and 20 per cent increases in precipito.tion would apparently result in
increases in seasonal runoff of the Colorado River of 20 and 40 per

cent, respectively.

In a dry season the apparent increases x-- - '^jonal

runoff would be 40 and 78 per cent, respectively, and in a v/ct season,
17 and 33 per cent, respectively.

It vrill be noted that the percontago

increase in runoff is greatest in the dry season.

This is because

nearly all of the additional precipitation in any year above the roquirenents of wc.tcr-shcd vegetation and other irrecoverable losses appears
as runoff.

Effect Upon Hvdroeloctric Po\^^er Production

For the purpose of this study the additional runoff was

valued at CO.50 per acre-foot; which is approximately the value of
w.ter used through the hydroelectric generating plants at Hoover,
Parker and Davis Dans.

This yields the following dollar values on an

average year bo.sis:-

Precipitation Increase
Power value

10^
C 1,135,000
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ML_
C 2,285,000

UsQ of the vator for hydro gcnoration is non consumptivG,
sinco the wotor is roturncd to the rivers, and is available for down
stream agricultural and other users.

Effect Upon Agriculture

The effect of increased precipitation upon irrigated agricul

ture would depend upon the extent to wliich the resultant incroasod
runoff could be conserved and applied to beneficial use.

The yields of

all existing and proposed water conservc.tion works would be increased
as a result of increased runoff.

The amount of the increased yield of

these facilities would depend upon the quantity and occurrence of the
additional runoff and upon the relation of the size of the con:.or'vT'.tion

facility to runoff.

No quantitative estimates arc made of possible

increased yields of works above Lake Mead,

However, in the case of Lake

Mead, with a useablc storage capacity of over 29 million acre-feet,
sca^ic 24.0 per cent of the average seasonal runoff at this point, the
additional firm seasonal yield of water due to 10 and 20 per cent in^

creases in precipitation is assumed to bo equal to the increase in run
off at Lees Ferry, or 2,270,000 acre-feet and 4,570,000 acre-feet,
respectively.

In addition to producing hydroelectric power at Boulder,
/

Davis and Parker^Dans, this water is available for diversion to agri/

cultural, ur6in, or industrial uses, and for purposes of illustration
is assumpd to have a value of ^50,50 per acre-foot, for total annual
/

^jcvoilues of about $1,135,000 and $2,285,000,
There is little dry-land farming in the Upper Colorad'^ River

Basin; however, livestock and livestock products accounted for about
50 per cent of the total value of agricultural production in tho Basin

in 1940, indicr.ting the importance of the vast areas of grazing land.
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Census figures for the Upper Bc^sin indicete thc.t in 19-40 there were

approximetoly 2^000,000 head of livestock#

There are also approximately

50,000,000 acres of grazing land in the Upper Basin#

If, as a highly

simplified assumption it can be assumed thr.t, during a six-month
grazing season, this grc.zing land therefore has an annual ca.rrying
capacity of one-quarter animal unit per month, the total increase in

grazing land yield due to increase in precipitation can be estimated.
One animal unit month is equivalent to about four-tenths ton of alfalfa

hay, and if hay is valued at $25 per ton, then one-quarter animal
unit month is equivalent to $2»50 per acre in food value.

It is believed

that the carrying capacity of this grazing land would bo increased

proportionately to an increase in rainfall.

Therefore, the total

annual increase in grazing land yield would amount to $12,500,000 and

$25,000,000 per year for increases in precipitation of 10 and 20 per
cent, respectively.
Effect Upon General Economy of Basin

It has not been possible at this stage in our studios to

develop an appraisal of the total effect on the regional economy of the

additional precipitation. The direct beneficiaries would, of course,
be the agriculturalists whose crop or range land yields would bo in
creased, and the revenue to the Fodoral Government from the sale of

the additional power and water.

The indirect benefits would bo, of course, far roacliir.7, as
the additional farra incomes are translated into demands for

-a.id

services which extend into all pc.rts of the Nation.

Certainly the additional water, if realized, would bolp to
offset part of the potential water deficit in the Basin.
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Tho ultimate

ocononic valuo is not cjc^-lculablc nt this tirao, sinco we hc.vo no moans

of determining when the demand will reach tho present limiting valuos.
Summary of Benefits and Estimates of Costs

Benefits to tho Colorado River Basin as determined in tho

foregoing sections are set forth in the following tabulation:
Assumed increase in precipitation, in per cent

10

20

Average increase in seasonal runoff in
acre-feet

Value of increased hydroelectric pro
duction, in dollars

2,270,000

4,570,000

0 1,135,000

S 2,285,000

0 1,135,000

$ 2,285,000

012,500,000

§25,000,000

§14,770,000

§29,570,000

Value of increased runoff for agricultural
uses in dollars

Value of increased grazing land yield, in
dollars

Total dollar value of increase

Total annual costs of a weather modification program to in

crease precipitation upon the Colorado River Basin above Leos Forry,

Arizona are estimated to bo approximately §1,000,000 per year; which is
slightly less than the value of the additional water for power gener

ation alone, if 10 per cent increase in precipitation results.
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CHAPTER VII,

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF WEATHER
MODIFICATION ON THE MISSOURI
RIVER BASIN

The Missouri Basin is a wide country whore "you kin look

further than you kin see".

It has a formidable climate and open

terrain where "our only windbreak is the North Star".

Early settlers

who left to us remarks such as those quoted above, found it a difficult

land, extremely variable, long on distance and a little short on rain.
This area is unusually subject to the effects of its climate.
"The climate of the region is continental. It is oliaracterized by extremes and great irregularity throughout the
four seasons.

Winters are relatively long and cold over

much of the basin while summers are sunny and hot. Spring
is cool, moist and windy, and autumn is cool, dry, and sunny.
In the Great Plains pr.rt of the basin, farmers must contend
with low humidity, much wind, intense local storms with
tornado and hail damage, high evaporation in relation to
precipitation, and the possibility of early frost.
If the climate wore uniformly arid, semiarid, or humid,
farms could more readily select suitable types of farming,
crops, and practices and they could calculate with some
accuracy their chances of success. But in most of the basin,
years with better-tlian-average weather — sometimes several
in succession •— encourage farmers to grow crops and use
practices suited to more humid regions. Then when unfav
orable weather comes crop and livestock losses are heavy.
Tile great drought of the 1930*s and the tremendous floods in
1951 and 1952 attracted national attention, but each year
some part of the basin suffers on a smaller scale, often

when the bc.sin as a whole is producing a bumper crop."l
The Basin contains all or parts of ten states and a little of

Canada,

The states are Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, North Dakota,

South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri.

Almost

1, Northern Great Plains Tenure Committee, "Facts About Agri3ul"^Uu.o In
the Missouri River Basin" Great Plains Council Publication r/-d,
Nebraska Experiment Station Bulletin 4-22, November 1953^ Lincoln,

Nebraska. (Subsequent references to agricultural data are from this
source unless otherwise indicated.)

one-fifth of the land c.rea of the nation lies within this Basin#

Agriculture is the dominant industry# About one-fourth of
the nation^s land in farms is here but only 9 per cent of the nr.tion's

farm population. The principal products are cattle, hogs, sheep, corn,
wheat and oa.ts.

It is a region of commercial farming and ranching.

The operators know that their's are relatively high risk businesses.

Therefore, there have been numerous attempts at various forms of
weather control intended to aid agriculture in this area, and much
popular interest in the efforts.

In addition to agriculture, the region has some processing and

distributive business, some mining and lumbering. The tourist and
recreation industry is second only to agriculture in some areas»

Hydro

electric power production along Missouri becomes increasingly inpcrtant
as the generators start turning at the largo, federally constructed
dams such as Garrison and Fort Rr.ndall.

The Upper Missouri Basin is of importance to communities
farther downriver because of the effects of runoff on flood control and
navigation.

In this setting, an economic evaluation of weather modifica
tion becomes principally an estimate of net benefits of possible pre
cipitation increases to agriculture.

However, effects on power pro

duction (municipal wo-ter supplies), flood control and navigation can
not be ignored.

Likewise, the implications of other possible weather

modifications such as control of temperatures should be considered.
The estimtes which follow are based upon comparisons of

known past data, with an assumed 10 per cent increase in procimitation.
This would moan increases of from 1.5 inches to 3*0 inches in vr.rious

parts of the Baffin.

The further assumption is made that the increases
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of lc.rgo, raoisture bearing air uasses are not considered in the making
of these estimates.

Effects Upon Asriculture in the Basin

The agriculture in the Basin is principally dryland farming

and ranching. Howevorj| 37^300 of the 54-B,956 farms and 4.>4'<i9jOOO of
the 2B5f000,0O0 acres in farms are irrigated.

This means that about

93 per cent of the farms arc dryland farms.
In Chapter IV, pages 15-19 of this report some estinxitos
. are presented, of the probable yield increases to be obtained under

Great plains conditions from a 10 per cent precipitation increase.

For much of the farming area in the Basin this- is estimated to be

about 3 bushels additional wheat or 9 bushels additional com per acre,
approximately 20 per cent increases on a wheat equivalent basis.

At

current price levels this could mean at least $5 increase in produQljion
I

per crop acre, with relatively little increase in production costs.

Five dollars increase per acre per year on the 90,000^000
acres of cropland liarvested in the Basin would represent an increase of

over ^50,000,000 in gross returns, or almost Ol>000 per farra.

In

addition some value must bo placed on iixsreased carrying capc-city 6f
pasture lands if precipitation is increased.

It is reasonable to

assume that a 15 to 20 per cent increase in forage production could be
obtained with the precipitation increase.

The increase in value of

production per acre would be much less than for crops.
It is estimated that a 10 per cent increase in s ales of

cattle and sheep could result.

Based on 194-9 sales, this could mean

about $150,000,000 additional for the Basin.

The total possible gross

increase for crops and livestock would be about $600,000,000, subject
to the considerations which follow:

(1) The foregoing estimates do not allow for several con

siderations which night further increase the possible benefits:
(a) A substantial cropland acreage is left unhs.rvosted

in many years*

Increased precipitation night increase the 90

million acres harvested to more than 100,000,000 with a con

sequent increase in gross sales of crops.

(b) Precipitation increase in less favorable years night
tend to reduce the vc.riation in farm incomes and further strengthen

the situation of agriculture in the region.

(c) A 10 per cent increase in precipitation night
cause changes in the type of farraing.

Those would probably be

in the direction of nore intensive farming on the nidwostern

nodel.

Such changes could increase the gross product as well as

the population and related ocoiioraic activities of the Basin.
This consideration would be very iiaportant but cannot be evaluated
in dollar tenos at this time.

(2) The foregoing estir-iates do not allow for several consider
ations which night decrease the possible benefits:

(a) Further increases in production of crops now in
surplus such as wheat, and corn night weaken the marketing situation
so as to either reduce prices considerably or increase costs of
agricultural price support programs.

(b) Changes take tine* Allowance would have lo ' o ^^ade
for time lags in application of precipitation increasing techniques
and in consequent faming developments.
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(c) Precipitation increasing night be needed only about
one—half of the years® Therefore^ estinates of inconc changes
should be discounted,

(d) Costs of rain increasing programs would ho.ve to be
subtracted from the increased gross farm returns,

Gurront esti

nates of costs of operating rain increasing programs run fron two
to five Oonts per acre. At two cents per acre for the entire

Basin the total would be 06,750,000 annually. However, vSono
experts feel the cost of future programs nay run considerably
higher, particularly if more elaborate control techniques become
necessary.

Because of txho uncertainties and conflicting considerations

indicated, it seems best to estimate the probable short-run benefits
to agriculture in the Basin at 250 million to 300 million dollars
annually. This would represent about an 8 per cent increase above
194.9 levels,

Effects on Power, Flood Control and Navigation

Estimates of runoff from the Missouri Basin range from 21,5

million to 105 nillion acre-feet for various years. The average has
been about 58,9 nillion acre-feet over 50 years, A10 per cent
increase in precipitation over the Br.sin area probably would increase
the average runoff at least 3 to 5 per cent or two to three million
acre-feet,^

1. ^timates on runoff and power are based on two reports; Missouri
msin Survey Commission,'Missouri: Land and Water," U.S, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D, C, 1953; Presidents Water Resources

Policy Commission, "A \lo.ter Policy For The American People,"
Vol. I,, u, S, Government Printing Office, Washington, D, C, 1950,
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The hydroelectric power production on the Missouri has been
increasing but the full production potential has not been reached.

Neither have the demands of the region for power been reached.

There

fore it is somewhTwt difficult to estimate the value of the increased

runoff for power production.

It appears that the total potential production of power of the
Basin under normal runoff would be about 4-5 billion kilowatt-hours

annually,

A 3 por cent increase in runoff would provide about 1,4

billion kilowatt-hours of additional po\7er worth about §7,000,000,
The effects the additional runoff would have on flood control

and navigation would need investigation.

Effects on Industrial Developnent and
Service Industries

Increases in agricultural production and power production

as shown above would have definite effects on other groups.

Based on

the added volume of gross farm income it can be estimated that there

would be an increase in volume of other business by at least 60-70
per cent of the primr.ry increase.

This vjould mean that if farm incomes

were increased 300 million dollars, other businesses in the Basin

would gain about 200 million in volume.

However, evidence and opinions

on these secondary effects are varied and conflicting,1

1, Estimates on multiplier effects are based on two reports: Thompson,
John Eldon, "Estimating Commercial Expansion From Irrigation Devel
opment in the Oaho Unit" (thesis); Harmston, F, K,, "The IMltiolier
As a Measure of the Indirect Benefit of Natural Res ourcos 1/ . "1 jO—

ment" (paper) College of Commerce and Industry, University ox
Wyoming, Cheyenne, Wyoming, undated.

Suma]

It would seen that a 10 per cent increase in pre dpi tntion
would be worth at least §300,000,000 to the Missouri Br^sin in tenus

of agriculture and pov/er. The value of greater increases in precipi
tation and of other weather modifications which would tenper the harsh
climate to permit more certain production, woild be even greater.

People, who most sunners watch every cloud with hope, can
afford to watch neteorological advances with the knowledge that the
potential economic gains are large.
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CHAPTER VIII.

PROPCBAIS FOR FUTURE STUDY

This report is only a start tov/ard a more definitive set of
economic evaluations.

Additional study is needed along several lines*

More complete and definite physical data must be gathered
to serve as a foundation for economic evaluations.

The physical re

sults to be obtained from applications of various weather modification
techniques are not yet definitely established or measured.

For

examplej v/hat percentages of precipitation increases can bo obtained
under various conditions?

What are the effects of cloud scoding upon

areas downwind of the targets?

studied by others.

Problems of this nature arc being

The answers will be important to economists*

Meanwhile, economic evr.luations must rest on a temporary platform of
assumptions and estimates*
In the realm of economic evaluation there should bo:

1* In addition to the eva.luation of economic implications

on Agriculture and Hydrcolootric

power, included herein, th.r- should

be evaluations concerning effects on such vital industries as public

water supply, and health and sanitation*
2* In addition to the two river ba-sins considered in this

report, there should be study of the effects on all other major river
basins*

3* More detailed study of the ran j or subjects discussed in

this report,

J+4 Study of economic implications of all forms of weather

control including precipitation increase, on segments of the economy*

Storm, hail and lightning reduction, temperature control, dispersal of

unwanted clouds, deliberate changes in movement or phasing of storms,
all should bo considered as these become physically feasible*
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Such

integrated studios should include consideration of factors mentioned

in this report, in particular, effects on various industries and on
inajor drainage basins.

Study of the economic effects of weather control on human
work efficiencies arid recreational activities.

CBkFTER IX.

CONCLUSIONS

This weather modification idoa strikes all of us right

where we live.

Weather is noticed by us as individuals, noticed often,

with varying feelings, sometiaos with prayer and sometimes with
profanity,

For centuries man has tried to modify weather.

We believe

that he has failed until recently to accomplish anything on a large

scale.

We know tho.t he has succeeded for a long tirae on a small scale.

Houses, greenhouses, heating devices, air conditioning and shelter
belts all modify weather in small areas.
Now, our scientists press toward that large scale weather

modification.
routine.

Efforts directed at precipitation increases are becoming

Experimentation increases on other modifications such as

hail or lightning suppression.

Cut beyond this some s cient„?'t .lk

of diverting, guiding, phasing large air masses in order to c ^ ngo

the climates of whole geographic regions.

This is not idle talk, but

rather the expression of problems for serious study.

The "gleam in

their eyes" seems to be controlled climates for this earth s omeday.
The economists can see similar new horizons for weather modi

fication, once the physical feasibility can be firmly established.

At

present, these economic evaluations must be based-on assumptions that

certain physical results can be obtained.
studies have been made.

Therefore, few eooncmiic

Yet it is necessary to take these assumptions

and make economic estimates in order to help determine how much can be

spent on experiments.

It is useful, also, to look ahead to possible

effects of varying degrees of successful weather control on our economy.

These effects could be great and far reaching.
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The Nation's economy is a gigantic complex of intorrolated
and interdependent humr-n activities built on the framework of natural

resources.

No sogmont of the economy escapes this essential inter

dependence,

Agriculture, commerce, industry, and the thousands of

services by which we live all affect and are affected by each other#

Among the natural resources which form the basis of this activity,
none is more important than weather#

It is easy to make the sweeping genorali25ation that modifi

cation of weather can hr.ve tremendous economic effects upon our society#

Certain applications of weather modification now being tried, as, for
example increasing precipitation for agriculture, would, if successful,

offer quickly realizable returns far above costs, and would greatly
affect all agriculture.

It should be also realized that the subject is larger and
more complex than is at first apparent#

It is probable that for some

potential applica.tions the benefit-cost ratios will be much narrower,
and more careful calculation will be required.

It is already certain

tho.t there are and will be conflicts of interests between groups and
areas over weather control#

Effects over time must be considered#

Short-term and long-term economic effects may be different and, possibly,
conflicting#

The complexity of these possible economic effects calls for

studies, increasing in intensity as the advance of physical scientific
progress justifies.

Such studies should treat whole industries, such

as agriculture, power, and public water supply#

It will be necessary

to study whole areas, probably by drainage basins such as the Missouri
River or the Colorado River#

In (^Gneral, it is possible to estimate the value of benefits

of a proposed weather modification, subtract the costs of operation
and arrive at a net gain or loss figure#

However, estimating the benefits

involves both benefits and losses or damages, to different groups,

over different time periods#
to value in monetary terms#

It involves items difficult or impossible
Although, it appears now tha.t costs of

operation might be negligible in relation to possible benefits this
cannot be expected to be true in all cases or at all times#
Tho following summaries of preliminary studies give s ome

indications of both the potential economic gains and the complexities
of evaluation posed by weather modification#

Agriculture is very dependent upon favorable weather#

There

fore, many of the rain increasing pro;jccts have been sponsored and

financed by farmers and ranchers. Agriculture in the United States
is a C35>000,000,000 industry in terms of value of products sold.
No study has been made of the effects of weather modification

on the whole of Ailierican farming nor oven on selected areas#

Some

attention has been devoted to effects of precipitation increases on
small areas#

For an irrigation district in California it has been estimted
that a 10 per cent increase in precipitation on the general area would
increase stream flow and yield about 15 per cent, and increase ir

rigated area by 10 per cent v/ith annual benefits of about Ol,125>000,
In addition, there would be increases in value of dryland grc^.n -^nd

range production for the area of about •''^4.8,000 and .^100,000 •
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plus some additional electric power.

No cost estimates were given.-1

The same study estimated possible gains from a 10 per cent

precipitation increase to the wheat growers of South Dakota at 12,000,000

bushels or £-24-,000,000.

With rain increasing costs estimated at five

cents per acre the total costs would be only 0200,000.

These estimates

wore based on numerous assumptions, and the example was deliberately

oversimplified.

However, it served to highlight the economic appeal

of rain increasing to Great Plains farmers.
The povjer industry has a considerable stake in weather modifi

cation.

Additional precipitation, either as rain or snow, will increase

the rates of flow in streams and rivers.

To the extent that such

additional stream flows can be utilized, it is possible to generate
additional hydroelectric power.

Usually, this povrer can replace steam-

generated power, so there is a direct saving in fuel cost.

In addition,

the use of water to generate power is a nonconsumptive use.

• -he

water is delivered back into the rivers and is available for ctacr use
downstream.

Ec-ch water-shed and each hydroelectric plant or series of

plants present a unique problem which must be analyzed, giving consid
eration to all factors.

For a particular western, mountain water-shed

with a series of three power plants on the river, a 20 per cent pre

cipitation increase could produce additional power worth $112,000 at
a cost for rain increasing estimated at $20,000.

In addition, there

would be gains to downstream users for irrigation or other purposes.
Public water supplies (and sanitation) are vital to our

1.

Reynolds, R, R,, Sturm, N. D., and Warren, E. P. "Cloud Seeding—A
Problem of National Importance". Paper presented to Institute of

Mathematical Statistics at East Lansing, Michigan, September, 1952,
7 pages.
-//-

existence as an industrialized nation.

An increasing number of areas

are being bothered by water shortages or water pollution problems,

The development of feasible methods of precipitation increasing will
offer valuable relief to such areas.

The interrelationships between water usages of agriculture,
power, and public agencies point up the need for evaluations by river
basins.

The Colorado River Basin includes pe.rts of seven states.

A 20 per cent increase in precipitation would increase runoff AO per

cent.

This would produce additional power worth about ^2;.285,.COO

annually.

The gross benefits to agriculture were estimtod to oe

another C^2,285,000.

In addition, there would be large benefits to

users of upstream grazing areas.

users would also gain.

Forestry, recreation, and public water

It was estimated that the costs of a rain

increasing program would bo approximately 01^000,000 per year.
The Missouri River Basin contains a land area of 33^,780,000

acres which produced about 03,AAO,OOO,OOO worth of farm products in 19A9*
A 10 per cent increase in precipitation would increase agricultural

income about OA$0,000,000 annually, if assumed practicable each year.
This would average about OlOOO per farm.

Even if this is discounted

50 per cent to allow for contingencies such as possible failure to

seek the increase in some years, and marketing problems, the gross

gain would average (1)500 per farm.

However, these calculations do not

consider the possibility of changes in type of farming.

Es

costs for rain increasing projects for the entire Basin wore ""

per acre, or a total of 06,75O,OOO<

This would be about §0,50 per

capita for the population of the Basin,

In addition to this there would be increased water for lydro-

